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The results obtained from the design and analysis of a photovoltaic-hydrogen-PEM fuel cell (PVHPEMFC) hybrid system

for Najaf City in Iraq has been presented. The hybrid system consists of photovoltaic arrays coupled with an electrolyzer

to produce hydrogen, a PEM fuel cell that converts chemical energy (H2) to electricity, hydrogen storage, a battery

storage system, and the load. In this kind of system, all components can be connected electrically in parallel. The voltage

of the PV arrays and fuel cell must be high enough to charge the battery, and the voltage of the electrolyzer must be low

enough for the battery to power it during periods of low insolation. The designed system model is based on the electrical

component models and variable solar radiation data depending on the location.
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1. Introduction

Fossil fuels, which meet most of the world's energy demand today, are being depleted rapidly. Also, their combustion

products are causing global problems, such as the greenhouse effect, ozone layer depletion, acid rains and pollution,

which are posing great danger for our environment, and eventually, for the total life on our planet.  Many engineers and

scientists  reach a decision that the solution to all of these global problems

would be to replace the existing fossil fuel systems with the clean renewable energy systems.

Renewable energy sources, such as solar energy, are inherently intermittent. The capacity factor, defined as a ratio

between average power over a period of time and maximum or nominal power, is about 20% for solar installations. A PEM

fuel cell may be used to store the excess energy when the solar energy is available, by converting electricity to hydrogen,

and then generate electricity from hydrogen using PEM fuel cell when this renewable source is not available.

Hydrogen has some unique properties that make it an ideal energy carrier, namely :

It can be produced from and converted into electricity at relatively high efficiencies.

Raw material for hydrogen production is water, which is available in abundance. Hydrogen is a completely renewable

fuel, because the product of hydrogen utilization through electrochemical conversion is pure water.

It can be stored in gaseous form (convenient for large-scale storage), in liquid form (convenient for air and space

transportation), or in the form of metal or chemical hydrides (convenient for surface vehicles and other relatively small-

scale storage requirements).

It can be transported over large distances through pipelines or via tankers (in some cases more efficiently and

economically than electricity).

It can be converted into other forms of energy in more ways and more efficiently than any other fuel.

Hydrogen as an energy carrier is environmentally compatible, its storage, transportation, and end use do not produce

any pollutants, greenhouse gases, or any other harmful effects on the environment. Hydrogen itself is not toxic.

Hydrogen is a relatively safe fuel if handled properly.

Water electrolysis is a mature technology and was developed for hydrogen production capacities ranging from a few

cm /min to thousands m /hr. It is relatively efficient, but because it needs high-quality energy (electricity), hydrogen

produced by water electrolysis is expensive. Full benefits of hydrogen will be realized only in conjunction with renewable

energy sources. Both hydrogen and electricity complement the renewable energy sources and allow their indirect

utilization in almost every imaginable application. Such a system is in complete balance with the environment.
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Electrolyser's power input vs fuel cell power output depends on the capacity factors of both source and load, and on the

efficiencies of both electrolyser and fuel cell as well as the efficiency of hydrogen storage. If the load requires constant

power then the electrolyser connected to a solar power source may have power input up to 10 times higher than the fuel

cell power output. The size of hydrogen storage depends on the dynamics of hydrogen production and consumption.

However, if the storage must account for not only daily but also seasonal variations in renewable source availability, then

required hydrogen storage may be quite large.

Hydrogen as an energy carrier must be stored to overcome daily and seasonal discrepancies between energy source

availability and demand. Hydrogen can be stored physically as either a gas or a liquid. Storage of hydrogen as a gas

typically requires high-pressure tanks (350–700 bar [5,000–10,000 psi] tank pressure). Storage of hydrogen as a liquid

requires cryogenic temperatures because the boiling point of hydrogen at one atmosphere pressure is (−252.8°C).

Hydrogen can also be stored on the surfaces of solids (by adsorption) or within solids (by absorption). Metal hydride tank

is a container loading with hydrogen storage alloy powder, heat exchange parts, and gas transport components. The

container body materials are generally aluminium alloy or stainless steel. Hydrogen is stored in the form of so-called

“metal hydride”. Most metals or alloys can react with hydrogen to form new compounds, which are named as metal

hydrides. The formation of metal hydride is an exothermic process associated with heat releasing. With sufficient heat

supply, hydrogen can be released from the as-formed metal hydride. Some metal hydrides have the potential for

reversible on-board hydrogen storage and release hydrogen at the relatively low temperatures and pressures required for

fuel cells. The advantages and disadvantages for each approach are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of different hydrogen storage approaches.

 

Like any other fuel or energy carrier, hydrogen poses risks if not properly handled or controlled. The risk of hydrogen,

therefore, must be considered relative to the common fuels such as gasoline, propane, or natural gas. The specific

physical characteristics of hydrogen are quite different from those common fuels. Some of these properties make

hydrogen potentially less hazardous, whereas other hydrogen characteristics could theoretically make it more dangerous

in certain situations. Table 2 compares hydrogen properties with other fuels and ranks their effect on safety .[3][7][18]



Table 2. Summary of hydrogen safety related properties compared with other fuels.

 

2. System Design

In a photovoltaic-hydrogen-PEM fuel cell (PVHPEMFC) energy system, electricity is produced by a PV array to meet the

requirements of a load. When there is enough solar radiation available, the external load can be powered totally by the PV

electricity. During periods of low insolation, auxiliary electricity is required. A hydrogen energy system, formed by an

electrolyzer, a hydrogen storage system, and a PEM fuel cell that works as an auxiliary generator, has been studied in

several projects as a complementary system showing good performance  A schematic diagram of the

PVHPEMFC energy system is displayed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A schematic picture of the PVHFC hybrid energy system.
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In this system, excess electricity generated in the photovoltaic array is sent to an electrolyzer to produce H , which is

stored for a period of time to be converted, when required, into electricity using the PEM fuel cell. The PEM fuel cell can

be considered as a back-up generator to meet the load requirement and charge the battery when the electricity from the

photovoltaic arrays is low.

In this work, the simulation of a PVHPEMFC energy system to power a 1000 W constant load has been reported.

Simulation was done for Najaf City in Iraq (32  0 / N).

The average radiation on a horizontal surface for Najaf City was obtained at the Research Center of Solar Energy (Figure

2). The PV array consists of several sub-arrays; the number of sub-arrays varied depending on the meteorological data.

Each sub-array consists of 18 modules, wired in nine series pairs for 24 V DC operation. In this system, the PV array, the

constant load, and the electrolyzer are connected directly. During operating, the PEM fuel cell is also connected directly to

the load. The idea of this kind of system is to operate the load with PV electricity during high insolation periods. In the

seasonal storage concept, the electrolyzer produces H  in summer, which is stored during this season. During the months

of low insolation (winter) the PEM fuel cell converts H  back to electricity. The battery storage is used for short-term

storage of electricity.

Figure 2. Radiation on a horizontal surface for Najaf city [kW.h/m /d]

3. System Control

The system control is designed to optimize the input and output currents for the different components of the overall

system during a period of one year. The flow chart of the PVHPEMFC system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The flow chart of the PVHFC system.

Three different cases are considered in our system model, based on the insolation data. These cases are:

The current from the PV array is high enough to power the load, and there is no excess current to be used in other

components of the system.
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There is enough PV current to operate the electrolyzer but not enough current to power the load - the minimum current

requirement for the electrolyzer to operate is 10 A. Currents less than 10 A are used to charge the battery. Excess

current from the PV array is also sent to the electrolyzer. Only if the depth of discharge (DOD) limit of the battery is

reached, is excess PV current sent to this component.

There is no PV current, so the electricity must be obtained from the auxiliary system.

The idea of this kind of system is to use the battery in periods of high insolation (short term storage) and the fuel cell

during the winter (long term storage) or when the discharge limit of the battery is reached. In case (2) mentioned above; if

the electrolyzer does not start its operation in the correct time and the battery DOD raises over the precaution limit, the PV

array is disconnected to prevent damages. The three cases are illustrated in Figure 3 as the flow chart of the system.

4. Simulation Details

Figure 4 shows the variation of monthly average daily solar radiation with tilt angle of the plane of the PV modules for

Najaf City. The simulation program input data is the monthly average daily solar radiation for optimum tilt angle (Figure 5).

The system program calculates the total number of sub-arrays from the irradiation data for optimum tilt angle. Once this

information is obtained, the simulation starts, based on the above mentioned system control.

Figure 4. Variation of monthly average daily solar radiation with tilt angle of the plane of the PV modules for Najaf City.

5. Results

The proposed system showed good performance in meeting the power supplies during the year in the Najaf City. The

objective of using hydrogen energy during winter was fulfilled. The PEM fuel cell operates only in December during the

year.



Figure 5. Monthly average daily solar radiation for optimum tilt angle of the plane of the PV modules for Najaf City.

Figure 6 shows the monthly energy produced by the PV array (for optimum tilt angle) and the energy consumed by the

electrolyzer for Najaf City. It is shown that in December, the PV electricity is lowers then the load requirements and

auxiliary energy is necessary. During this period the fuel cell operates. PV electricity is high enough to run the load in the

months of high insolation. Only during the December it is necessary to use the hydrogen energy. When insolation is low,

current produced by the PV array is sent to the battery. When the current is 10 amp or more, it is supplied to the

electrolyzer. Only when the PV current reaches the minimum value to run the load, is it used for this purpose. The energy

excess is always sent to the electrolyzer.

For Najaf City, it is necessary to use the PEM fuel cell in one month (December) if the optimum tilt angle of the plane of

the PV modules is used. The PEM fuel cell energy needed for December is 20.96 kW. For the horizontal plane (zero

angles) of the PV models, the fuel cell operates only in January, November and December during the year (Figure 7). The

fuel cell energy needed for these months are 29.34, 13.41, and 45.11 kW respectively.



Figure 6. The monthly energy balance for Najaf City (for optimum tilt angle of the plane of the PV modules).

Figure 7. The monthly energy balance for Najaf City (for horizontal plane of the PV modules).

6. Conclusion

The PVHFC hybrid system consists of photovoltaic arrays coupled with an electrolyzer to produce hydrogen, a fuel cell

that converts chemical energy H2 to electricity, hydrogen storage, a battery storage system, and the load. In this kind of

system, all components can be connected electrically in parallel. The voltage of the PV arrays and the fuel cell must be

high enough to charge the battery, and the voltage of the electrolyzer must be low enough for the battery to power it

during periods of low insolation. The simulation is based on the electrical component models and variable insolation data

depending on the location. The PVHFC system shows good performance to meet the constant load using energy



produced for the photovoltaic array (for optimum tilt angle) or the hydrogen system. The objective of the system that the

fuel cell operates only during the winter is reached. The number of PV sub-arrays can be varied to see the increase of

hydrogen energy demand during the months of low insolation.
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